
Achieve more.

Support your high-value corporate customers by offering a customizable and 
easy to use  self-service solution that it is branded to be 100% you, by you,  
for your clients.

Corporate Customer Self-Service  
& Data Connectivity Management

telecoms.adaptit.tech

Give to yours Corporate Customers Full Control & Reduce Your Churn



 

Digital transformation in the telecommunications industry 

has brought with it dynamic and innovative ways to manage 

administrative and business processes both from a Corporate 

Customer and Telco point of view. These innovations are 

deeply rooted in the need to solve the challenges around 

tracking and understanding mobile data and usage and 

then using this data to optimise processes and ultimately 

enhance productivity, profitability, and effectiveness.  

Corporate Customers are needing faster, flexible and 

convenient services, and Self-Service Portals are the answer 

to this.

The Challenges Facing Corporate Customers  
And Telcos

Corporate Customers are under immense pressure to make sense 

of large volumes of complex data, to understand the details, 

to allocate costs and usage and to do this all with speed and 

accuracy. On the other side, Telcos are under pressure to provide 

their Corporate Customers with a great customer experience, 

where processes are efficient, data is controlled, where there is 

flexibility and less of an administrative burden. 

These challenges often create bottlenecks on both sides, adds 

pressure and slows down efficiency, which all negatively impact 

both the relationship between the two and the business as a 

whole. Self-Service Portals bridge the gap between the two and 

are a solution that allows Corporate Customers to take control 

of their data.

CORPORATE CUSTOMER  
SELF-SERVICE CCSS
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The Need For Self-Service Portals

Gone are the days where your Corporate Customers will willingly 

sit on a call with a call centre agent for hours trying to find and 

access the right information. Self-Service Portals have become a 

tool used to give your Corporate Customers immediate control 

and answers to questions. Why is this important? By providing 

your customers with a way to access the information they 

need conveniently, you are helping them do their job more 

effectively and efficiently by reducing the time and effort spent 

on searching for the information. 

This enhances your customer experience and satisfaction while 

reducing administrative burdens that cost both time and money. 

If Corporate Customers are happy with the levels of service, they 

are less likely to move to another service provider which ensures 

customer retention and profitability for you as the Telco.

continue reading...
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CORPORATE CUSTOMER  

SELF SERVICE KEY FEATURES

continue reading...
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Adapt IT | Telecoms CCSS solution is a highly 

customisable software that was built to answer the needs 

and challenges of Telcos and Corporate Customers.  

This software was designed and is backed by years of industry 

knowledge, insight and experience. This is a Self-Service Platform 

that houses all the data associated with your Networks’ corporate 

users, both at an individual and company-wide level. 

What makes this platform so innovative is that it can be 

customised and adapted to your business needs. The platform 

offers several different option modules that you can choose from 

depending on your requirements, these include:

The Admin Portal – this is where the Corporate 

Customers can add their users, grant user access, set up 

all their reporting scheduling, and view dashboards of 

information and data. What’s unique about this tool is that 

you as the Network Operator can structure the system 

appearing in this Admin Portal so that it mirrors your 

business structure, and thus appears familiar to your clients. 
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The Mobile Application – CCSS doesn’t need to be 

restricted to your laptop or PC – like all modern conveniences. 

A Mobile Application was developed for the end-user where 

they can access their usage information anywhere at any 

time using their mobile device/phone or tablet. 
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The Marketing Toolbox – is a brand new component 

that was just launched. This tool is aimed at reaching out 

and connecting with end-users. Using this tool, you will be 

able to push out news or interesting information directly to 

the end-user, through the portal.
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The Sales Toolbox – gives your account manager the 

ability to see exactly what their Corporate Customers sees.  

This provides access to individual end-users’ call data 

records and an aggregated view of their usage, allowing 

you to offer advice or insight into what the data is showing.
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The Consumer Portal – is a component that is still 

being developed. It’s designed to help you understand an 

end user’s complete experience as a customer, from start to 

finish and includes insight into data, voice and SMS spend 

and usage.
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BENEFITS

The Advantages Of Offering A Self-Service Portal
There are several other advantages related to offering a Self-

Service Portal for both Telco’s and Corporate Customers.  

These include: 

continue reading...

For The Telco:
Reduction in service queries/admin

Increase Telco revenue streams and maximises Corporate 

Customers retention 

Allows for the optimisation of bundle allocation  

and purchases

Optimises functionality and security

Higher customer satisfaction means increased  

customer loyalty

Better insight into tailored products and the ability to be 

more responsive

Access anytime, anywhere for true workforce mobility

Moves users from prepaid to contract 

Little to no capital investment 

No software or hardware to manage or install 

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

For The Corporate Customer:
Less frustration due to faster access to information

More control/insights over data management  

and consumption

Secure access anytime and anywhere

Provides visibility of spend aligned to your  

business structure

Gives insight into voice, SMS and data spend

Optimisation of contract bundle allocation

Self-management of reports and real-time trending

End-user Mobile Application (Smart Phone, iOS,  

Android, Tablet)

Eliminates abuse

Direct access to billing and account information  

and details

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    
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IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
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In 18 months client results: An 8-fold increase in 

additional revenue, as well a 25% monthly increase 

in corporate users.

Simplified mobile management for customers:

MNO’s enterprise users can now easily access and administer 

their company’s mobile usage and spend from any location 

and at any time, at an individual, departmental or country-

wide level.

Improve customer experience: Improved corporate 

customer satisfaction, thanks to the ability to self- transact.

A reduction in the service desk queries: No need 

to call any call centres or service desks, as the system allows 

for complete self-management.

Increased Contract Upgrades: There has been  

a noticeable increase in enterprise users upgrading their 

contracts, rather than using the top-up option.

With just one push of a button: enterprise users can 

optimize purchases and bundle allocation.

Access to valuable client data: The online platform 

for our client delivered all the data they could need about 

their network’s enterprise users, providing meaningful 

insights for continual service improvements.

Notifications and alerts: Both: our client and their 

enterprise users are able to set up notifications and alerts 

when business policies and protocols have been exceeded, 

including reporting of abuses and fraudulent activities.

TELCO Level Implementation:

Deploy CCSS via on-prem or Cloud options 

Set up Invoice and Electronic Data Record (EDR) feed 

or access to data repository 

Configure various network integration points via API i.e. 

locking, sim swap, setting limits, provisioning of new 

services etc.

•    

•    

•    

Customer Level Implementation:

Customer Activation and onboarding process

Customer Data Feeds obtained

Set customer in multi-tenant platform

Set up customer portal

Provide customer training

Customer populates business specific information –  

customer structure and business rules

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    

•    
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CONCLUSION

A Self-Service Portal has many advantages and is vital 

to business success for both Telco’s and Corporate 

Customers. These platforms provide corporate 

customers with more insight, control and information, 

ultimately driving customer satisfaction, reducing admin 

burdens, facilitating efficiency, and increasing revenue.  

Put your Corporate Customers in the driver’s seat and 

watch your business transform.

 

FACTS 

CCSS support today 2500 corporates with  

1.6mil subscribers

Our business has been under tremendous pressure 

during this period of lockdown and we appreciate 

the sacrifices made by yourselves and the back-

office team that support you in ensuring that we 

are able to service our internal staff seamlessly.  

You have made a massive difference to our lives today 

by enabling us with the necessary permissions to 

manage our data consumption. On behalf of the bank 

and all divisions we service, we are grateful to you for 

achieving this monumental task at such short notice. 

 The head of procurement in a leading South African Bank.

Testimonial

EXPENSE 
MANAGEMENT

Insight Organisation

Automated/ Manual

Soft-Lock

Manager

Expenses

100% 75% 50%

AlertEmployees

Employer’s Expenses

!

100% Expenses

100% Expenses

How it works

“

“



DATA CONNECTIVITYMANAGEMENT  

KEY FEATURES
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• Manage your wholesale data usage and allocation across  

 organizational structures, users and departments

• Sell wholesale data usage offerings to enterprise  

 customers, with the same usage and allocation abilities

• Complete support for multi-tenancy features, including  

 seamless provisioning for enterprise customers, and  

 management of unique tailor-made offers

Mobile Data Quota Management1

• Dedicated firewalls through the v.Services ecosystem

• Secure VPNs and other cloud-hosted services

• Secure SMS/SIM and One Time Password encryption  

 for customers

• Geo-lock specific devices

• SIM card lock to specific device

Enhanced Security
2

• On-demand Static IP pool management NFV and  

 customized VRFs for usage control - provides increased  

 agility, and faster response to customers demand for data  

 and bandwidth

• Content / URL inspection services

• Traffic shaping

• Enhanced Deep Mobile Packet Core integration   

 through DIAMETER which extends the service  offering  

 into enterprise, and the Internet of Things markets

• Extended offering capability through deeper  operator  

 network integration

Enhanced Packet Core Services3

continue reading...
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With a combination of mobile data consumption at an all-

time high, and organizations deploying millions of mobile 

devices to employees - data management and cost is 

becoming more critically to business success. Our solution 

empowers the MNO and MVNO Corporate Customer with 

the right tools to manage their mobile data ecosystem, 

empowering them to take control of their spend and 

customize their data needs.

DATA CONNECTIVITY 
MANAGEMENT  
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DATA CONNECTIVITY MANAGEMENT 

BENEFITS 

continue reading...

Additional Products & Revenue Streams - Increase 

TELCO revenue streams through additional products and 

maximize Corporate Client retention.

Control - Single point of management, reporting and 

billing for mobile data users across multiple network 

operators, or serve multiple customer APNs within a single 

network operator.

Visibility - Complete control of mobile spend through near  

real-time monitoring and customized business rules.

Risk Management – Surprise bills  and Out of 

Bundle exposure is reduced with complete control over  

data allocations.

Security - Dedicated IP Pools and routing, ensures devices 

are contained to predefined access rules.

Data Only Enterprise & IoT MVNO 

The platform provides Mobile Cloud Data Management, 

ideal for wholesale and service provider revenue models.

Enables MVNOs and Service Providers to allocate and 

manage their mobile data quota to multiple enterprises  

and SMEs.

Enterprise customers can distribute and manage their 

allocations based on their own specific requirements.

Allocate and Manage wholesale data quota for specific 

data markets and industries.

Cloud Connectivity Management Platform via our  

APN-as-a-Service solution.

Achieve more.



REFERENCE CASE

Data Connectivity Management enables Operators / Service 

Providers to offer and monetize data management services - 

without complex setups, configuration or integration into the 

primary network.
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WEB Portal

API Intergration

Define Customer Sites

Define Bundles

Define Quotas

Set up Reporting  

and Notifications 

v.Services CDMP

MVNO Enablement

IoT Enablement

Enterprize Mobility 

•  Authentication

• Static/ Dynamic IP Allocation

• Quota Allocation

• Quota Updates

• Quota TopUp

• Locking/ Unlocking

• CDR Generation

• Security Policies

• Intergration to other network 

  services

Intergration:

Radius/ DIAMETER

Mobile 

Operator B

Mobile 

Operator A

Traffic Control

LBS Extention

VOIP Services

Mobile APP Support

Private Cloud Hybrid Cloud Public Cloud

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

USSD Extention

Mobile 

Operator C
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APN-as-a-Service Data Connectivity Management 

gives unprecedented visibility and control over 

data usage across a customer’s organization.  

It significantly reduces exposure to out-of-bundle data 

charges, simplifying spend management and billing.  

The platform can be customized and extended to serve 

specific customer requirements, or specific customer 

markets in both the B2C and B2B segments.
  

To demonstrate the flexibility of this solution,  

we successfully integrated the APN Solution into the 

core network layer, and deployed it across two local host 

network operators.  we integrated the APN product into 

the core network layer, This extended the platform via API 

for customers who had existing user management portals.
  

Service providers could then build products that 

provided flexibility, redundancy and coverage across  

2 mobile operators for customers. The service provider 

was able to allocate and manage data on both networks 

through a single platform and resell the platform using a 

SaaS model which scaled, based on subscriber count and 

data volumes. The solution serves a variety of customers 

across multiple segments, including; Retail, Security, IoT, 

Logistics and Office Automation.

Instant savings of 20% or more  
of your current data spend

HOW IT WORKS

Achieve more.



20 
YEARS

IN TELECO INDUSTRY

EXPERIENCE

30 
TELCO (b2b)

CUSTOMERS AND COUNTING

SERVING

2500 
(b2c)

SUPPORT 

CORPORATE AND ENTERPRISE 

80 
MILLION

SERVING

MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS A DAY

200 
MILLION

DELIVERY 

SMS PER DAY 

 5 
BILLION

PROCESSING

TRANSACTIONS PER DAY

15 BILLION 
CDR

PROCESSING

CALL DATA RECORDS PER DAY 

Get in touch with us: 
sales.telecoms@adaptit.com 

+27 (0) 10 494 2893

Achieve more.

We adapt and connect:

PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS

YOUR IDEAS WITH REALITY

PEOPLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

We create ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS THAT UNDERSTAND, 

ENHANCE AND ANTICIPATE YOUR BUSINESS 

NEEDS

telecoms.adaptit.tech


